What is important for ultrasound evaluation of occult metastatic lymph nodes in laryngeal cancer: size, shape, vascularity or cytological findings?
The assessment of the status of the cervical lymph nodes in patients with a squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck is still one of the most challenging diagnostic problems. We evaluated ultrasonography criteria with respect to their value for comparative determination of occult metastatic lymph nodes in laryngeal carcinoma. A prospective study was performed in 60 patients with laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma without enlarged neck nodes on CT scan. We used recommended sonography criteria for size, shape and vascularity for distinguishing metastatic and nonmetastatic nodes preoperatively and compared them with cytological and histopathological investigations. Fifty-two of 144 lymph nodes were involved with metastasis on histopathological examination. Respective values for ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration cytology (USg FNAC) showed high sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy (92, 100, 100, 96, and 97%, respectively). The size, shape and vascularity showed significantly lower values of these statistic parameters. USg FNAC is useful for preoperative evaluation of the neck, as the most reliable, inexpensive and easily available method. It is essential for diagnosis, staging and therapy choices.